Xtra BENEFITS

- All standard tapes are 30 feet long (See tape guide on back)
- All standard tapes have split back liner, except 1/6”-4mm
- PX tapes are backwards compatible with older K-Sun® Printers
- PX Tapes have a standard rewind feature to reduce tape waste (works with PX rewind printers)
- New tapes including die cut labels and 5 colors of magnetic tapes
- All supplies are RoHs and REACH compliant

PX tapes compatible with the following K-Sun & Epson printers:
- 2001XL, 2001XLB, 2001XLST
- 2010PC, 2011XLB, 2011XLB-PC
- 2012XLST, 2012XLST-PC, 2020LSTB
- 2020LSTB-D, 2020LSTB-PC, 2020LSTB-PCD
- BEE3, BEE3-EZ, BEE3-EZ+, BEE3+
- GREEN MACHINE, GREEN MACHINE-PC
- PEARLabel 270, PEARLabel 360, Epson LW-PX-900
and all Epson “PX” LabelWorks printers.